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WHY INVESTORS SHOULD AVOID
OVERCONCENTRATION
A concentrated position in a single stock can happen to investors for
many reasons. They may receive company stock as part of their employee compensation package or they may have bought shares of a single
company, hoping to choose a big winner.
However, it’s unlikely that a single stock will outperform the market as a
whole. By only selecting a single stock, you can introduce a lot of risk
into your portfolio. If your selected stock tanks, it can drag your portfolio down with it. Here’s a look at why concentrated positions are so
risky and what you can do to mitigate that risk.
WHY CHOOSING INDIVIDUAL STOCKS IS SO HARD
Investing in a single stock can be tempting. However, it’s very difficult
to pick one that’s going to outperform the market as a whole — even for
professionals. Why? Millions of investors buy and sell stocks every day,
and they react almost instantly to any new information about a company. As a result, stock prices tend to reflect all available information.
To choose a single stock that beats the market, you must find one that
most people, including institutional investors, have overlooked. Institutional investors have access to vast amounts of information that the average investor does not, so it is unlikely you will spot something they
haven’t already considered.
Most stocks actually underperform the market average, so even if the
stock you pick does well in a given year, it’s likely that the broader market will still do even better. Over the long term, most individual stocks
decline in value.
HOW MUCH IS TOO MUCH OF A SINGLE STOCK?
A single stock position can still be a small part of your portfolio. The 5
Percent Rule is a popular guideline that suggests that no more than
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5 percent of the total value of your portfolio should
rest in any one asset. Because it is so hard to choose
stocks that will beat the market, it is perhaps best to
think of this portion of your portfolio as entertainment, or a place where you can experiment. Avoid
investing more money than you are prepared to
lose.
HOW TO PREVENT OVERCONCENTRATION
To limit the risk of overconcentration, focus on developing a diversified portfolio that includes different asset classes. Go further by diversifying across
sectors, sizes, and geographical regions.
Broad market index funds — which seek to replicate
a market index — can be a helpful tool for diversification, spreading risk exposure across hundreds of
different companies.
If you’ve just acquired company stock, you may
find yourself in a concentrated position. For this
reason, it can make sense to sell company stock
soon after acquiring it, reinvesting the money in a
diversified mix of stocks, bonds, and other investments. Selling stocks can trigger capital gains taxes,
so you may want to work with an advisor to make
sure you sell assets and reinvest as tax-efficiently as
possible.
Sometimes you can end up overconcentrated in a
single stock without trying. For example, let’s say
that 95 percent of your portfolio consists of index
funds and bond funds, while the other 5 percent is
in a single stock. If that single stock has a great year
and doubles in value, it could now represent much
more than 5 percent of your portfolio. Avoid overconcentration by rebalancing your portfolio, which
could mean selling some of your single stock position and buying more mutual fund shares. Or it
could mean directing additional savings to the index funds and bonds funds.

It’s impossible to eliminate all risk from your portfolio. But by avoiding overconcentration in a single
stock and diversifying your portfolio, you can potentially mitigate it over the long term.
SOURCES
https://peterlazaroff.com/dont-gamble-your-future-on-your-companys-stock/
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2900447
https://www.forbes.com/advisor/investing/buy-stocks/

MONEY
MUSEUMS
Here’s your chance to take an online tour of some
money museums. ALL the museums listed below
have online galleries and/or exhibits you can
explore from right where you are!

FEDERAL RESERVE
MONEY MUSEUM OF KC
https://www.kansascityfed.org/moneymuseum/
FREE admission & located in Kansas City! The
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City’s Money Museum; a billion-dollar experience! See how the Bank
processes millions of dollars in currency each day,
lift a real gold bar, view the historic Harry S. Truman coin collection and enjoy fun, interactive exhibits while learning about the U.S. economy. Explore a variety of digital exhibits and activities on
their website. You also get a bag of shredded money as a souvenir!
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THE LIBRARY OF MISTAKES
https://www.libraryofmistakes.com/
Changing the World, one mistake at a time.
Located in Edinburgh, Scotland, The Library of Mistakes exists to allow students, professionals and members of the general public to study financial history to
understand how finance has worked, rather than how
it should work if key unrealistic assumptions are made.
If Einstein is right and the sign of madness is to do the
same thing over again expecting a different result, then
a study of financial history may help to reduce financial madness. By studying financial history they hope
to improve financial understanding one mistake at a
time.

THE MONEY MUSEUM
https://www.money.org/money-museum
Located in Colorado Springs, CO. The museum explores art, history, science and much more to promote
the diverse nature of money and related items. The
museum includes exhibits in three main galleries,
where visitors can find spectacular rarities and learn
about the history of our nation and the world as seen
through money.

LOVE TO GOLF?
PUT TOGETHER A TEAM WITH 3 OTHER GUESTS
AND JOIN OUR ANNUAL GOLF EVENT!
September 12, 2022

A littl

Millwood Golf & Racquet Club
Space is Limited.
Contact Wendy for a Registration
Form & additional Details:

wendy@holmes-griffeth.com

A LITTLE
HUMOR FOR
SUMMERTIME:

A
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636 W. REPUBLIC ROAD
SUITE G100
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65807
417-887-1272 (PHONE)
417-887-1910 (FAX)
INFO@HOLMES-GRIFFETH.COM

Visit us on the web at:

www.holmes-griffeth.com

GOLF TOURNAMENT
SEPTEMBER 12TH

ANNUAL TEA PARTY
OCTOBER 18TH

OZARKS FOOD HARVEST FOOD DRIVE
NOVEMBER 1-18TH
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